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Abstract. Toolpath generation for freeform triangular meshes for 5-axis milling 
machines using an optimal feeding direction (OFD) field is an important topic in 
subtractive manufacturing technology. By considering parameters in both the CAD 
and the CAM stages, there exists a direction(s) at every cutter contact (CC) point, 
such that the machining efficiency is maximal. The directions could form a special 

structure which can be detected for toolpath generation on the CAD stage. In this 
paper, a novel toolpath generation method is proposed to create a toolpath for 

freeform triangular meshes by detecting regular structures of the OFD in the 
parametric domain using moment invariants. Three common templates, 
corresponding to standard toolpath structures, are considered: (1) curl 
(contour/spiral contour path), (2) star/spiral (radial path), and (3) shear (zigzag 
path). Mesh parameterization is used to flatten the 3D triangulated surface. A 
transfinite interpolation (TFI) is utilized to construct the toolpath on the flattened 
surface. The final toolpath is then obtained by the inverse map. The proposed method 

has been compared with conventional and standard commercial toolpaths. Numerical 
results show that the pattern detection algorithm helps to find an appropriate 
toolpath strategy. The generated toolpaths follow the OFDs closer than the 
competing methods, and therefore, require shorter machining time. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Five-axis machining technology is an important area of the precision automotive industry since it is 
able to produce complex and smooth surfaces with high accuracy. The toolpath is often required for 
surfaces presented in specific industrial formats such as NURBS, B-Splines, STL, STEP, etc. Toolpath 

generation of freeform triangulated surfaces given in the STL format is important in 5-axis machining 
research due to the availability of 3D scanning and finite element analysis.  
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A common approach, to generate a toolpath for an STL surface, is curve offsetting. An initial 
curve (a boundary or some other particular curve on the surface) is generated. The adjacent path is 
generated by offsetting the previous path using the scallop height constraint. The popular offset 
approaches are the iso-planar, iso-scallop, iso-phote, and iso-parametric path methods [10]. The 

first three methods often generate sharp turns, self-intersections, and high redundancy [24]. The 
iso-parametric method requires parameterization (flattening). Although a distortion-free mesh 
flattening method does not exist [20], there are many popular types of parameterizations. The 
harmonic map [20] is considered a good choice since it minimizes the angular distortions.  

The toolpath generation strategy is often selected based on the features of the part surface, 
machine configuration, and experience of the CNC programmer. The idea of the toolpath following a 
certain optimal vector field has been discussed for decades [3]. The OFD at each cutter contact (CC) 

point is generated by a set of utility (cost) functions. These cost functions may include machining 

strip, kinematic error, scallop height, avoidance of the local and global collisions, maximum feed 
rates for each axis, and other machining conditions [7]. In other words, if the tool follows the OFD 
at each CC point and the redundancy is low, the required machining efficiency can be achieved. 
However, it is usually not possible to connect the CC points following the OFD field, given that the 
toolpath should be continuous, not redundant, and self-intersection free [22]. Therefore, the problem 

can be formulated as to align the toolpath with the OFDs at as many CC points as possible [8].  
In general, the most popular toolpath topologies are the zigzag, contour, and spiral [10], 

possibly combined with a decomposition of the surface. The practical implementation is not a simple 
task. Inappropriate toolpaths create a large number of turning points, large kinematic errors, high 
redundancy, undesirable high angular variations, etc.   

The proposed strategy is based on the complex moment invariants and template patterns. 
These are used as a library to help in detecting suitable structures for the toolpath generation. The 

proposed moments are scale and rotation invariant [4], which makes it possible to generate an 

efficient decomposition of the surface into subsurfaces. An appropriate toolpath from the library is 
then applied to each subsurface. Our tests against the conventional methods show some advantages 
of the proposed methodology. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed 
model. Section 3 presents the numerical experiments and discussion. The conclusions are given in 
Section 4. 

2 TOOLPATH GENERATION  

2.1 Vector Field Generation 

The OFD field can be defined in terms of the maximal cutting strip width [9,12,13], maximal material 
removal rate (MRR) [7], [26], [17], minimal cutting force [14], etc. Our model is applied to the MRR 
OFD field. The OFD fields (based on other utility functions) can be constructed similarly. The MRR 

OFD field for the STL surface is constructed as follows.  

First, all vertices of the triangular mesh are considered as CC points. From each vertex
i
v , a 

geodesic disk with a small radius is selected. A set of sample points on the disk is generated. The 
sample feed directions are a set of vectors from the center of the disk to the sample points (Figure 
1(a)). The corresponding machining strip width for a ball-end mill with radius r  is given by  [15]: 

 
8

i

hrR
w

R r
, (2.1) 

where h  is the maximum allowable scallop height, and R  is the normal curvature of the surface at 

i
v  ( 0R  for a concave surface and 0R  for a convex surface). Several techniques can be applied 

to calculate the curvature on a triangular mesh [22], [26]. In this work, the averaging tensor 
technique proposed in [18] is used.  

Let 
0
F  be the programmed feed rate. The MRR in the feed direction if  is determined by: 
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( )
i i

MRR f Fw . (2.2) 

During the machine operation process, the programmed feed rate may exceed the maximum feed 
rate of a certain axis. In this case, it is automatically reassigned by the machine controller [26]. Let 

*W  be a sample point on the corresponding geodesic disk such that *( )
i

MRR vW  is maximal. The 

vector * *

i i
f vW  is then the desired optimal MRR direction (Figure 1(a)). The MRR vectors are 

transferred into the parametric domain using the harmonic map [25]. Examples of an OFD field on 

a 3D triangular mesh and the parametric domain are given in Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c). Note that 
the OFD is a bidirectional vector field since forward and backward cutting does not affect the machine 
efficiency [13]. By applying barycentric interpolation [2], a piecewise discrete orientation field (OF) 
is obtained (see Figure 1(d)). Our next task is to classify the OF so that an appropriate toolpath can 

be generated. 

 

         
              (a)          (b)           (c)                   (d) 

 

Figure 1: OF generation process. 

2.2 Pattern Detection Using the Moment Invariants 

Let us represent the OF as a set of complex numbers 
x y

V v iv . Define 

 θ

arctan , if 0,
( , )=

,otherwise.
2

y

x
x

v
v

vx y  (2.3) 

Clearly, θ θ( , )= ( , )x y x y  and θ θ( , )= ( , ).x y x y  Therefore, ( , )( , ) i x yf x y e  is “flip invariant” and can 

represent the OF. In practice, the argument is doubled ( ) to exclude the 

cancellation of opposite vectors during the integration [11]. 

A  moment 
pqc  of an integrable complex function ( , )f x y  is given by [4]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( , )p q
pq
c x iy x iy f x y dxdy . (2.4) 

The integral 

 

− −

  is replaced by a summation over a sampling square window with side   

Fortunately, the most important information about the OF is represented by the low order moments. 

Following [19], we use a set of independent moments of the order 2p q+  :  

 
2 3

01 00 02 11 02 10 02 20 02
{c ,c c ,c c ,c c ,c c }.M  (2.5) 

W*

vi

vi

θ( , )x y 2 ( , )( , ) i x yf x y e

.sR
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To classify the patterns, we compare the moment vector M  with the moment 0M  of a template, 

using the classification threshold ζ  [6]. Table 1 shows the test results of the classifying synthetic 

patterns, e.g., star, curl, spiral, and shear, shown in Figure 2(a)-Figure 2(d). The synthetic patterns 

have been degraded by Gaussian noise with a zero mean and standard deviation 0.2,0.3, and 0.4  

[21]. The classification has been verified using 50 random samples for each configuration.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 2: Template pattern library. 

 

A moving square window centered at a cell ( ),i j  of the parametric domain is defined. For each 

position ( ),i j  a vector of invariant moments 
,i j

M  is evaluated. The window size is a fraction of the 

size of the OF. In practice, we apply a window with size equal to 2
3

 of the OF. The template which 

satisfies ζ
, 0

|| ||
i j
M M  is selected. For practical calculations, we consider ζ = 0.15 .  

 

Pattern Standard deviation  

   

Star 100 98 86 

Curl 100 94 88 

Spiral 98 96 84 

Shear 98 92 90 

Average rate 99 95 87 

 
Table 1: Detection rate of template patterns using moment invariants. 

2.3 Grid Generation 

The TFI grid is characterized by fast execution, minimal input effort, automatic node connectivity, 

and good correlation between the boundary nodes and the interior mesh [5]. By means of selecting 

the boundaries, different grid structures can be obtained. We consider three basic structures, i.e., 

the O-gird, C-grid, and H-grid. The corresponding toolpaths are the contour or radial path, C-type 

zigzag path, and H-type zigzag path [16].  

Let ξ η{0 1, 0 1}  be a computational region. The grid is a mapping from   onto a region 

D  in the parametric coordinates ( , )u v . Let ξ( )
k
R , 0,k N , η( )

p
T ,

ξ
0,p N  be the boundary and the 

inner coordinate curves in parametric space ( , )u v  to be transformed into computational space ξ η( , )  

(Figure 3). 

σ

σ 0.2= σ 0.3= σ 0.4=
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          (a) Computational domain       (b) Boundaries selection              (c) O-grid 

 

Figure 3: Grid generation.  

 

Define the coordinate transformation by 

 ξ η ξ η ξ η η ψ ξ ξ φ η η ψ ξ φ η( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ))= ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
p p k k p k p k

p k k p

F u v T R T , 
(2.6) 

where ψ (ξ)p
, φ (η)k  are blending functions such that 

1, ,
ψ (ξ )

0, otherwise,
p i

p i=
= 


,
1, ,

φ ( )
0, otherwise.

k j

k j


=
= 


 0,i N= , 0,j N= .  

Clearly, 

 
ξ η ξ

ξ η η

( , )= ( ), 0, ,

( , )= ( ), 0, .
k k

p p

F R k N

F T p N
 (2.7) 

Let us illustrate the selection of the boundaries for the curl pattern. Denote the center of the OF by 

OR (Figure 3). Consider the simplest case 1N N = = . The boundaries and the blending functions are 

then given by 0 0 1 1ξ =η =0,ξ =η =1 , 0ψ (ξ) 1 ξ= − , 1ψ (ξ) ξ= , 0φ (η) 1 η= − , and 1φ (η) η= . The TFI generates 

the O-grid defined by 0 1(η), (η)T T , 0 1(ξ) (ξ)R R= . Note that 0 (η)RO T=  is a curve degenerated to a 

single point,  while 0 1(ξ) (ξ)R R= is a linear cut connecting RO  and the boundary 1(η)T . The O-grid 

makes it possible to generate the radial zigzag, contour, and spiral toolpaths.  

To construct the H-grid, the OF is rotated by an angle  around the centroid ( ),i j , as shown in 

Figure 4. The rectangular bounding box of the rotated OF is evaluated. The H-grid is generated using 

the resulting boundaries. Figure 4 shows an example of the O-grid and H-grid aligned with the OF 
radial toolpath, and the shear patterns and the corresponding toolpaths.  

The interval between the tracks is adapted by bisection. The Hausdorff distance between the 

neighboring tracks, ξ ξ η
i

( ) ( ( , ))
i
P S F  and ξ ξ η

1 i+1
( ) ( ( , ))

i
P S F , is evaluated. If 

1
dist ,

H i i i
P P w , where 

i
w  is the maximum possible machining strip width (path interval which is calculated using Equation 

(2.1)), a new grid line is inserted. The corresponding path structure is extracted from the 2D grid 

and mapped back onto the 3D mesh to receive the CC path. The tool orientations are modified to 

avoid gouging and to obtain smooth rotary transitions. The corresponding cutter locations are now 

determined and converted to G-code using the kinematics transformation of the machine [15]. 
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(a) O-grid generated for a curl 
OF 

 

(b) O-grid generated for a 
radial OF 

 

(c) H-grid generated for a 
shear OF 

 
(d) Contour path from the O-

grid 

 
(e) Radial path from the O-

grid 

 

(f) Zigzag path from the H-
grid 

 

Figure 4: O-grid and H-grid generation aligned OFs. 

 

Let , 1,2,...,
k CC

P CC k N  be the generated toolpath. Recall that when the programmed feed rate 

0F  exceeds the machining capacity of the axis, the maximal feed rate of the machine is automatically 

used instead. Thus, the actual feed rate is evaluated by [7] 

 0
,

min ,min( )k
a CC

k a
a k

v l
F F

d
, (2.8) 

in which 
kCCl  is the length of the machining curve between 

k
CC  and 

1k
CC . 

,a k
d and *

a
v  are the 

travelling distance and maximum velocity of axis a (linear or angular). The total machining time is 

then  

 
1

1

CCN

k
k

T t , (2.9) 

where 
kCC

k
k

l
t

F
and CC
N  is the number of CC points. 

3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, the proposed method is applied to generate toolpaths for two STL surfaces. The 
synthetic STL surfaces have been generated using parametric equations and a MATLAB library [23]. 
To compare with commercial software, the surface has been converted into a solid model for 5-axis 

toolpath generation in NX11.0 [28]. Note that NX11.0 and other commercial software still do not 
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support toolpath generation for multi-axis machining of the STL format. The second example is an 
STL model of a crown for a molar tooth. 

The toolpaths have been designed for the table/titling 5-axis milling machine, HAAS VF 2TR. The 
kinematics transformation [15] is used for this type of machine. The tool is aligned with the normal 

vector. The feed rates,
0 35mm/sF =  and 

0 10mm/sF = , are used for surface 1 and 2, respectively. The 

ball-end mill radius is 2mm , and the maximum allowable scallop height 0.1mmh . The improvement 

of machining time (%) between the proposed method and competitive methods are calculated for 

each test. 

3.1 Example 1: Synthetic STL surface 

The synthetic STL surface and its OF are given in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). The pattern detection 

algorithm classifies the OF as the shear pattern with the orientation 030 , relative to the reference 

horizontal axis. Table 2 shows the OF detection results.  
 

Similarity at 
sample points 

Template 

Curl Star Spiral Shear 

 

, 0
|| ||

i j
M M  

0.0969 0.0994 0.1110 0.0026 

0.1006 0.1044 0.1120 0.0104 

0.1038 0.1069 0.1159 0.0123 

0.1038 0.1090 0.1488 0.0674 

 
Table 2: Pattern detection for the synthetic surface. 

 

The proposed method is compared with the iso-parametric paths (Figure 5(c), Figure 5(d)), and a 
toolpath generated in NX11 (following periphery (FP) option, Figure 5(e)). The proposed toolpath is 
shown in Figure 5(f). The proposed toolpath closely follows the OF even though it is not well aligned 
for a few points at the peaks (see Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(f)). Table 3 compares the methods, 
numerically.  
 

 
Method 

Scallop height, h=0.1(mm) 

# of CC points Length (mm) Time (s) Time improvement 
(%) 

Iso-parametric u 4210 2.55 104 467.6 78.31 

Iso-parametric v 4811 0.87 103 561.9 81.95 

NX11.0 (FP) 5547 0.10 103 658.9 84.61 

Proposed method 1963 0.53 103 101.4 - 

 
Table 3: Machining time of the synthetic STL surface. 

 

The results indicate that the proposed method outperforms the reference methods, in particular 
compared with the toolpath created by NX11.0 (using FP option). In multi-axis machining, the fastest 
feed rate is usually along the lowest curvature. Therefore, the majority of optimal vectors are along 
this direction. When the curvature is low, the tool moves almost linearly. Since the proposed toolpath 
automatically follows this algorithm, the number of required CC points is the smallest compared to 
the other methods (Table 3). 
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Figure 5: Toolpath generation for the synthetic triangular mesh. 

3.2 Example 2: Crown for a Molar Tooth 

Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) show the STL model of a crown tooth and its MRR-OF, respectively. 
Visually, the OF is closely aligned with the curl pattern although the MRR directions in the central 
area are chaotic. Table 4 shows the detection results. It indicates that the OF has curl topology. 
Thus, an O-grid is constructed and a contour toolpath is created, as shown in Figure 6(f). The iso-

parametric (zigzag) toolpath and the space-filling curve (SFC) toolpath [1] are shown in Figures 6(c)-
Figure 6(e). Table 5 shows that the proposed method outperforms the reference methods for all 
considered measures, i.e., the number of CC points, toolpath length, and machining time. The 
proposed strategy saves machining time compared to the reference methods. The SFC toolpath is 
better than the conventional iso-parametric (zigzag) u and v; however, it is still slower than the 
proposed method. The virtual machining of the iso-parametric (zigzag-u), SFC, and proposed 
toolpath has been performed in Vericut 7.2 [27]. The machined surfaces are shown in Figure 7. The 

tool produced by the SFC method includes many turning points so that the SFC closely follows the 
MRR vectors. However, the tool marks due to the frequent turns jeopardize the quality of the cut. It 

is worth mentioning that SFC is characterized by variations of the feed rate during sudden changes 
in the cutting direction.  
 

 
Similarity at 

sample points  

Template 

Curl Star Spiral Shear 

 
 

, 0
|| ||

i j
M M  

0.1011 0.1250 0.1261 0.1292 

0.1141 0.1300 0.1280 0.1113 

0.1162 0.1350 0.1382 0.1392 

0.1282 0.1392 0.1468 0.1485 

 

Table 4: Pattern detection for the crown tooth surface. 

        
(a) Synthetic STL surface  (b) OF   (c) Iso-parametric u 
toolpath 

 
(d) Iso-parametric v toolpath   (e) FP toolpath in NX11.0          (f) Proposed toolpath 

030   
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Figure 6: Toolpath for the STL crown of a molar.  

 

 
Methods 

Scallop height, h=0.1 (mm) 

 # of CC points Length (mm) Time (s) Time improvement 
(%) 

Iso-parametric u 7388 1.78 105 4864 60.67 

Iso-parametric v 6846 1.47 105 4744 59.67 

SFC 6085 1.59 105 3493 45.23 

Proposed method  4446 9.40 104 1913 - 

 

Table 5: Machining time: Crown for a molar tooth.  

 

Figure 7. Virtual cutting of the dental crown surface. 

          
  (a) Iso-parametric (u)  toolpath      (b) SFC toolpath  (c) Proposed toolpath  
 

              
(a) Crown STL surface            (b) OF   (c) Iso-parametric (u) 
toolpath 

 
(d) Iso-parametric (v) toolpath         (e) SFC toolpath                     (f) Proposed toolpath 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper offers a novel method of 5-axis machining applied to STL surfaces. The method relies on 
the detection of efficient machining patterns for the preferred OF. The detection is based on the 
moment invariants and a library of prescribed templates. A suitable toolpath strategy is selected, 

based on the classification results. The numerical experiments show that for certain surfaces, the 
proposed method provides outstanding results compared to several conventional reference methods.  
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